We discuss our progress in the use of multiple laser beams and multiple targets for the pulsed laser deposition of thin films for waveguide laser and magneto-optic applications. In contrast to the more widely used single-beam/single-target geometries, having more than one laser-produced plume can allow tuning of the material properties and complex engineering of the deposited thin films. For optical applications-the majority of the work reported here-dopants can be selectively introduced, lattice mismatch and residual strain can be compensated, which is an important factor for successful growth of thin films of ∼ tens of microns thickness, and refractive index values can be adjusted for fabrication of sophisticated waveguiding structures. We discuss mixed, layered, superlattice and Bragg reflector growth, which involve out-of-plane engineering of the film structure, and in-plane engineered geometries for designs relevant to thin-film disc lasing devices. Finally we briefly discuss our most recent use of multi-plume growth for magneto-optic thin films, which involves compositional tuning of final magnetic properties.
Introduction
Although laser-produced plasmas have been used for thin-film deposition for almost 50 years, the first reports of useful or practical thin films came in the late 1980s, when Dijkkamp et al reported the fabrication of high temperature superconducting thin films [1] . These materials were complex quaternary oxides which presented a considerable challenge to manufacture, so once it was realized that pulsed laser deposition (PLD) could indeed be used to grow such multi-element materials, progress in the technique expanded rapidly, with reports of materials that spanned single elemental growth (metals), functional materials such as ferroelectrics and semiconductors, complex oxides and diamond-like carbon, and films for applications in friction reduction and bio-compatibility.
In 1994, the first 'bible' of PLD research was published [2] which described both the technique and early applications of PLD, focusing mainly on reporting how PLD could be applied to a diverse range of thin-film growth. Many groups were inspired to adopt PLD for their own research areas over the following decade and publication numbers expanded rapidly, 1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. reaching a total of more than 1000 per year in 2004. In 1994 however, the use of multiple lasers to create multiple plumes for co-deposition or combinatorial growth from more than one target had not yet been demonstrated. High quality and useful materials were routinely being fabricated using single-beam/single-target geometries, albeit at a research level. Although there were many problems associated with singlebeam PLD, such as lack of stoichiometric transfer from target to film (a generic problem often discreetly ignored by PLD researchers), the presence of undesirable particulates and the need to fabricate specialist sintered targets that could offset non-stoichiometric growth, few had yet considered the simultaneous co-deposition from multiple targets, as evidenced by its lack of inclusion in the publication of the follow-up PLD text in 2007 [3] .
As with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or co-sputtering deposition, having more than one source or plume can bring both additional benefits and additional complexity. For the optical thin films that we now routinely grow however, fine-tuning of specific material properties such as lattice constant, refractive index and internal strain are extremely important, and cannot routinely be achieved by use of a single-beam/single-target geometry. On the other hand, it is well known that every material grows optimally under a specific (and often a priori uncertain) set of growth parameters (e.g. background gas pressure, laser fluence, target-substrate distance, substrate temperature), so the use of two targets of dissimilar composition may involve a set of growth parameters that reflect a compromise between those that would be optimal for single-beam growth from either. However, just as with MBE, multi-beam PLD allows mixed growth, alloying, combinatorial growth and fabrication of thin films with designer material properties, so the extra complexity and potential doubling (or trebling) of initial capital equipment cost can be offset against the added value and flexibility that multibeam PLD can offer.
Before discussion of our multi-beam PLD growth results, we briefly describe our own implementation of single-beam PLD which serves to introduce several themes that are dealt with more fully in section 3 on multi-PLD. We describe our novel laser-based substrate heating, which is also used in the multi-beam chamber, and address the problems of particulates which are of prime importance for growth of optical quality thin films. We then discuss the question of stoichiometric material growth and the implications for film strain, which can play a significant role in films of thickness >10 µm, and our success so far in strain compensation techniques. Lastly we introduce the family of garnet materials that we have used as the test-bed for multi-beam PLD growth of single-crystal thin films for optical waveguides applications.
Single-beam/target PLD
A schematic of our single-beam PLD chamber is shown in figure 1 , and resembles many other chambers in use worldwide. Vacuum handling, gas services and background pressure management are not particularly sophisticated as we do not require very low base pressures. For routine growth of oxide thin films such as garnets, we back-fill the chamber to a gas pressure of ∼10 −2 mbar of oxygen (or occasionally argon or nitrogen) prior to deposition.
Typical film thicknesses achieved are in the range of a few microns to a few tens of microns, which will require deposition times of order tens of minutes to a few hours. O 12 ). Achieving such high temperatures can be difficult particularly in an O 2 background environment, as we have found from using either filament-based heaters, which tend to burn out, or 'block-heaters' which can be comparatively massive and require long times for heating and cooling cycles, as well as having the undesirable effect of heating the entire chamber to unsafe temperatures.
Laser-based substrate heating
For the past ∼20 years, we have used laser-based substrate heating which we find to be both economical and fast: an incident power of ∼25 W from a CO 2 laser is capable of heating 1 cm 2 substrates to temperatures of >1000 • C. Heating and cooling cycles are relatively fast, although this is dependent on the end requirements of the optical thin film, and substrates can survive being heated from room temperature to ∼700-800
• C in a matter of seconds. Routinely however, a controlled ramp of the incident laser power (either manual or under computer control) ensures successful substrate heating.
The CO 2 laser operates at a wavelength of 10.6 µm, and the incident beam can either be focused and raster-scanned across the substrate using computer-controlled galvanometer scanning, or spatially re-formatted into a square profile by a prism to ideally match the exact size of the substrate [5] . Laser heating is extremely efficient, as almost all substrates that we routinely use for PLD growth absorb strongly at 10.6 µm, and to achieve a substrate temperature of ∼750
• C requires an absorbed laser power of less than 10 W. Although not implemented in the single-beam chamber, such non-contact heating allows the added advantage of substrate rotation during growth, which routinely results in greater film uniformity. Substrate rotation with heating can also be implemented by use of electrical rotary brush contacts and/or loose wire connections that can tolerate a limited degree of flexure during rotation and counter-rotation, but we find that such alternative solutions are far from routinely reliable. As a comparison, the CO 2 laser in our setup is used on a daily basis and has performed without failure for more than 10 years. Figure 2 (a) shows a typical example of the raster-scanned heating pattern of the incident CO 2 laser beam (made visible by the collinear red diode laser witness beam) for a stationary substrate. A scan of 8 × 8 heated points is shown, and it is easy to adjust both the dwell time at each point and the interpoint separation to achieve a uniform heating profile. When the substrate is rotated about its central point, a circular heating profile is preferable, as is shown in figure 2(b) . What is far more difficult is to accurately measure the substrate temperature as it is held within a ceramic cradle. The application of even the smallest thermocouple acts to heatsink the contact area, which is undesirable for achieving uniform crystal film growth. This is even more problematic when substrate rotation is used. Our pragmatic solution has been to perform calibration heating experiments which involve observation of the melting of small pieces of high purity metal foils that have been folded across the top of a stationary substrate and plotting a calibration curve of melting points as a function of the absorbed CO 2 laser power [6] . Although this may seem inaccurate, in practice almost all of the materials we have grown show a useful degree of tolerance to their actual growth temperature, and we can be sure to within a temperature error of ±50
• C that we are within our previously calibrated measurement.
The second approach to laser beam homogenization is shown in figure 3 , and involves a 'chop-and-fold' approach to re-format the incident CO 2 Gaussian laser beam profile. A tetra-prism, shown in figure 3(a), made from zinc selenide that transmits 10.6 µm wavelength light with high efficiency, can produce a square 'top-hat' heating profile that is ideally matched to the dimensions of the substrates (almost invariably 10 × 10 mm 2 ). Figure 3 (b) shows how the source beam shape is effectively sectioned and recombined at a distance. By choosing the correct angle of slope of the four facets, this square profile is achieved at a distance of 50 cm (for example), so that the prism can simply be positioned outside the chamber. Other designs of tetra-prisms have been explored and reported earlier [5] , and can achieve even better final uniformity of heating profile, although there is a trade-off between cost of manufacture and final heating uniformity. In all cases, however, overlapping of these four quadrants of the initial Gaussian laser beam will lead to complex optical interference patterns on the rear of the substrate, which translate into an equivalent spatially non-uniform heating profile. This has been modelled for substrates of typical thicknesses of 0.5-1.0 mm, and the effects of thermal diffusion mitigate such non-uniform rear-side heating to produce a very satisfactory and uniform front-side heating profile exhibiting temperature non-uniformity of only a few degrees across a 10 × 10 mm 2 area.
Garnet thin films
Garnets are crystalline materials with the generic formula of A 3 B 2 C 3 O 12 for quaternary crystals, or A 3 B 5 O 12 for ternary crystals (such as YAG and GGG). They possess useful qualities such as high mechanical strength and hardness, broad-band optical transparency, and the ability to incorporate a range of rare-earth dopants such as Nd, Yb, Tm, useful for solid-state laser applications. They are comparatively low cost materials, can be deposited by PLD at temperatures of ∼700-800 • C and can exhibit fast growth rates of up to 10 µm h −1 . Table 1 shows a summary of eleven such garnet compositions, with values of their respective refractive index, thermal expansion coefficient and lattice constant. The refractive index is of fundamental importance for optical waveguide applications, as the core must have a value higher than the substrate and superstrate (which might just be air), in order to ensure optical confinement.
Single-mode propagation in the core is generally preferred for lasing applications; multimode propagation is not ideal for generating practically useful laser beams due to the inevitably complex spatial mode structure. A waveguide consisting of a Yb : YAG core with a YAG substrate and superstrate, for example, will exhibit an index difference of 0.01 and leads to a required core thickness for single-mode operation of around a few microns. If GGG were used as the core material however, then, for the same thickness, its substantially higher value of refractive index would lead to highly multimode propagation. An alternative is to grow films such as doped YAG on YAG. As an example, using Nd 3+ as the lasing dopant, for the typical ∼1.0 at% dopant concentration found in many commercial solid-state laser hosts the ∼0.1% increase in refractive index for doped YAG requires a core thickness of around 10 µm for fundamental mode propagation. Fortunately, while garnets have a large range of refractive indices, the crystal structures and lattice constants are similar, and close enough to allow the mixed and layered growth discussed in section 3.
Particulates
Ever since the first reports of PLD, one of its most undesirable limitations has been the presence of 'particulates' in the deposited film. The size of these particulates varies from the very small (nanometre-scale) to larger micrometre/few micrometre-scale, which for optical applications can present severe challenges due to scattering from the surface of the waveguides being fabricated. As their size is comparable to the optical wavelength involved for both the visible/near infrared pump light and the lasing output (∼2 µm for our recent Tm : yttria PLD-grown lasing waveguides [8] , for example), scattering loss can be substantial. The presence of particulates and strategies for their removal have hence been constant topics of discussion within the PLD community.
Originating both from the laser-target interaction, via the liquid phase and subsequent 'splashing' and exfoliation, and during the plume transport phase to the substrate, particulates are generally undesirable. Their removal has been attempted by many groups using a wide variety of techniques, including shutters [9] , velocity filtering [10] , synchronized pulsed gas jets [11] , cross-beam techniques [12, 13] and also by the use of ultra-short pulse (picosecond and femtosecond) ablating lasers [14] . It is now accepted, however, that all single-target geometries will suffer from particulate problems to a greater or lesser extent and so, for our applications as lasing optical thin films, we have adopted two basic strategies.
Firstly, wherever possible, we use single-crystal (hence fully dense) targets that will minimize the production of particulates. For high-quality optical waveguide growth, where we aim for optical transmission losses within the guide of <1 dB cm −1 (ideally at the ∼0.1 dB cm −1 level [15, 16] ) we routinely use single-crystal targets. We have observed that in cases where sintered or compressed powder targets have been used, voids or other inclusions have proven a ready source of particulate generation during film growth. The second approach is to live with the inevitability of particulate formation by simply burying them underneath a subsequently deposited layer. Most of the thin-film lasing materials we have been growing are garnets, which are cubic in crystal structure and optically isotropic, and herein lies our strategy. A schematic of a planar waveguiding structure is shown in figure 4 : a doped film is grown by PLD (the core) within which both the pump and lasing output is guided and this is subsequently overgrown by a second layer (the superstrate, or cladding layer). Although there will undoubtedly be particulates present at the interface region between core and superstrate they will lead to less scattering than in a single layer core/substrate structure due to the smaller difference in refractive index between core and superstrate (compared with core and air). The surface contamination by particulates of the top surface of the superstrate is then no longer a contributing factor to final waveguide propagation loss, as the cladding design suppresses the presence (ideally totally eliminates for thick enough cladding) of any pump or lasing light at the superstrate/air interface.
As an example of the effectiveness of this relatively straightforward strategy, figure 5(a) shows the absorbed pump power threshold required to achieve lasing output from a simple core/substrate Nd : doped GGG waveguide grown on a YAG substrate, where the threshold power increases monotonically with the measured particulate count per cm 2 [11] . The reduction in particulate count was attributed to both the relative timing delay between the ablating laser pulse and triggering of the gas jet as well as progressive target degradation that invariably leads to higher numbers of particulates on the film surface. It is seen that for 2 µm thick cores, the presence of surface particulates dramatically increases the observed lasing threshold by almost two orders of magnitude for less than two orders of magnitude increase in the particulate surface density.
In contrast, if a YAG superstrate of thickness only ∼2 µm is deposited onto the guiding core region, then the threshold to achieve lasing is lower despite the number of surface particulates, which are now present on the superstrate/air interface, being five times as high. This is demonstrated by the data point labelled 'buried waveguide' in figure 5(b). 
Strain within the PLD film
Growth of thin films where there are mismatches in both lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients between film and substrate presents a problem. While epitaxial film growth for techniques such as liquid phase epitaxy can occur for relatively large values of lattice mismatch, with values of up to 5% reported [17] , for PLD growth where bonding is weaker, and epitaxy can also occur via island growth, a larger lattice mismatch of >13% has been reported [18] . On cooling from a growth temperature as high as ∼1000
• C, films may experience strain due to differing thermal expansion, resulting in bending of the structure. This residual strain can be tensile or compressive, and is a fundamental problem particularly for thick film growth (thicknesses of order 10 µm and above). Such films can show micro-cracking across the surface, or in extreme cases, spontaneous delamination after cooling. All films that are strained can experience progressive and unavoidable cracking at their edge facets during the subsequent mechanical polishing steps required for efficient waveguide launching. Excimer laser deposited GGG Nd:YAG laser deposited GGG Figure 6 . Graph of lattice versus composition for GGG films grown using different ablating lasers (after May-Smith et al [19] ).
As an illustration of the magnitude of the effect of strain within the thin film, figure 6 shows the post-growth measured parameters for composition, represented by x in Gd x Ga 8−x O 12 (measured by energy dispersive x-ray (EDX)), in films grown from a single-crystal GGG target under a variety of conditions (e.g. background pressure, laser wavelength, fluence, substrate temperature) plotted against the lattice constant (as determined by peak position in x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis). While there is a marked correlation between increasing x and larger lattice constant as expected, there are two trend lines for the two different lasers used for ablation, a frequency-quadrupled Nd : YAG laser operated at a wavelength of 266 nm and a KrF excimer laser operated at a wavelength of 248 nm.
At first sight the data appears to be anomalous as films with the same lattice constant (but grown by different ablating laser sources) can show a marked difference (of order 0.2) in value of x, i.e. they possess significantly different stoichiometry. By the same token, a common value of x can lead to values of lattice constant that differ by around 0.5%. The answer to this apparent anomaly lies in residual stress present within the film that can have values as large as 1 GPa [19] . While simple strain reduction procedures were attempted such as slower ramp rates for substrate heating and cooling, and growth of amorphous buffer layers, changing the growth parameters of substrate temperature and ablating laser fluence were found to have a far more significant effect on the measured curvature of the substrate after film growth, and hence inferred residual strain.
A series of GGG films were grown on YAG substrates to characterize the evolution of film stress as a function of thickness for different laser fluences. Growth was conducted in stages, with induced substrate curvature (a measure of film stress) measurements and XRD performed every time individual film thickness had doubled, from 1-16 µm. The results implied that the residual stress within films of GGG on YAG is a balance of lattice mismatch (compressive), which relaxes with increasing thickness, thermal expansion mismatch (tensile), which changes with growth temperature and ablating laser fluence (compressive), whose magnitude influences the severity of ion-bombardment-induced lattice damage.
The final strain minimization strategy was to use the laser fluence as a control parameter. By tuning the laser fluence, the film could be held under compressive stress at the growth temperature so that the tensile contribution from thermal expansion mismatch would be cancelled out when the sample was cooled. This does not present a universally implementable strategy, however: in order to balance large thermal expansion-induced stresses (for thick film growth, for example), the corresponding fluence-induced stress may be large enough to cause cracking of the film during deposition, even prior to cooling.
Perhaps the biggest question here however, is why different ablating laser wavelengths should have such a pronounced effect on the induced stress. Although all experimental parameters such as growth temperature, ablating laser fluence, target-substrate distance and background gas pressure can be adjusted to be the same for depositions using the excimer or quadrupled Nd : YAG lasers, the actual laser energy per pulse from these two lasers is substantially different: the excimer can deliver up to 400 mJ per pulse, while the Nd : YAG is limited to ∼100 mJ. In effect, for the same value of laser fluence, each excimer pulse can therefore ablate ∼4 times as much material, so that the resultant ion-bombardment, to which the growing film surface is subjected, can also be significantly different, leading to correspondingly different values of residual stress in the grown film.
As an interesting aside, it is also apparent that virtually all films shown in figure 6 show appreciable excess Gd, and a corresponding Ga deficiency, with a mean value of x at around 3.4. Such non-bulk stoichiometry is typical of garnet growth by PLD, where lighter elements (Ga, Al, etc) are preferentially lost from the plume and more volatile elements (including Ga) are preferentially desorbed from the growing film. Elemental deficiencies can be corrected in single-beam PLD by use of a specially made off-stoichiometric target; however, as described in section 2.3, the use of such a sintered target may lead to greater particulate production. As an alternative, we have investigated the use of multi-beam PLD to address this problem: a second target can be used to correct for a deficiency in particular elements. Such stoichiometry correction by multi-PLD is discussed in detail in section 3.1.1.
Multi-beam PLD
There have been very few examples of simultaneous multitarget PLD growth from dissimilar targets to date [20, 21] , where film properties reflected the mixing of two different plumes. Sequential growth from more than one target is much more common, and many examples exist within the literature where PLD has been used to grow material A over a previously grown material B, as we show below.
As an example of such sequential growth from different targets, figure 7 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of a five layer structure of YAG, YGG and GSGG grown to demonstrate the high quality of multilayer garnet film growth required for cladding-pumped laser waveguides [22] . The excellent crystal quality is indicated by the XRD spectrum in figure 8 , where each layer can be identified by their discrete Figure 7 . SEM micrograph of a five-layer symmetric waveguide structure (after May-Smith et al [22] ). Figure 8 . XRD spectrum of the five-layer waveguide structure shown in figure 7 (after May-Smith et al [22] ). 2θ peaks. It should be noted, however, that there are 2 discrete peaks labelled as YAG (4 0 0), corresponding to the grown film (larger peak at 2θ = 29.4
• ), and substrate (smaller peak at 2θ = 29.7
• , the accepted database value). As already discussed in section 2.4, PLD growth of garnets often yields films with non-bulk stoichiometry. This is rarely an issue for optical applications, however, and, as outlined later, allows manipulation of both the film lattice constant and its refractive index.
The following sections will discuss the equipment we have developed for multi-beam PLD, and its use for materials' engineering through mixing of plumes that can arrive synchronously or asynchronously at different repetition rates, with different relative ion energies. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the multi-target PLD setup, which allows ablation of three separate targets, T 1,2,3 by three separately controllable lasers (three frequency-quadrupled Nd : YAG lasers or 2 Nd : YAG lasers and a KrF excimer laser). Each of the targets rotates, can be at a different distance from the substrate, and has an additional programmable tilt capability for directional plume management. The three laser plumes generated can be synchronous or time-delayed, and it is relatively simple to control the respective contributions from each target by either laser repetition rate or computerautomated shutters that allow or block laser light from reaching a particular target. In practice, although we have the capability of using all three targets and lasers, by far the majority of our results have been obtained from using two lasers and targets.
Multi-target, multi-beam geometry

Mixed growth: synchronous plumes for single layers.
To correct the composition of films, our first experiments were directed towards stoichiometric GGG growth using targets of GGG (single-crystalline) and Ga 2 O 3 (sintered ceramic) [23] , using a constant laser repetition rate, but different laser fluences (and hence deposition rate). As outlined in table 2, a series of 8 depositions were performed under different relative values of fluence for targets T 1 and T 2 while all other parameters were kept the same. Two synchronized frequency-quadrupled Nd : YAG lasers were used for ablation of the two targets and a 30 min deposition time was used for all of the films. Figure 10 shows XRD spectra for five of the films with labels to indicate the measured compositions as determined by EDX analysis. Films with Ga deficiency (x > 3), the normally observed result for single-beam PLD, and, more surprisingly, films rich in Ga (x < 3) were grown, a result which had never been obtained via any single-beam PLD growth. An increase in the concentration of Ga in the GGG film corresponds to a decrease in its lattice parameter (the XRD peak appears at higher values of 2θ), and for the correct ratio of laser fluence used for each target, it is clear that a stoichiometric film (x = 3) can be produced. The shift of the lattice spacing from the database stoichiometric value is likely due to a varying amount of Gd 3+ occupying lattice sites that would usually be occupied by Ga 3+ . For Ga concentrations above that of stoichiometric GGG however, the lattice parameter continues to reduce. As explained more fully in [23] this is thought to be due to the occupation of some lattice sites normally occupied by Gd 3+ by the excess Ga 3+ and/or to the incorporation of the excess Ga in the lattice in the form of defects. This mixed growth multi-beam PLD approach therefore offers the immediate possibility of stoichiometry correction and manipulation to grow films with specific physical properties such as refractive index.
Another example of stoichiometry corrected multi-plume growth addresses magneto-optic garnets, such as Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 (YIG). These are of interest in optical communication, where they can be used as optical rotators and isolators [24] via and (e) 1.5 J cm −2 . The dotted line corresponds to the position of the GGG (4 0 0) peak for a stoichiometric composition (2θ = 28.839
• ) and the measured film composition as x in Gd x Ga 8−x O 12 is inset in each graph. The intensity of the GGG (4 0 0) peaks have been normalized (after Darby et al [23] ).
the Faraday effect, and in the microwave range, where their ferromagnetic properties can be exploited e.g. in magnetostatic wave band pass filters [25] . Using ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth as a measure of the quality of the magnetic thin films [26] , with lower linewidth being desirable, we have grown mixed films by simultaneous ablation of two targets, one being polycrystalline YIG, and the other either a Y 2 O 3 or a Fe 2 O 3 sintered ceramic target. This mixing allowed control over film stoichiometry to be achieved, including correction of the intrinsic Fe loss typically seen when growing from a single YIG target [26] . We will concentrate here on our recent results from mixed growth of YIG and Fe 2 O 3 targets, for which we currently have the most extensive data.
Unlike all film growth reported so far, YIG films were grown on YAG substrates that were heated at temperatures up to ∼1000
• C, the highest temperature possible in our PLD system. Multi-beam PLD experiments of YIG and Fe 2 O 3 were performed with two different laser configurations, one where the KrF excimer laser and the frequency-quadrupled Nd : YAG laser were used to ablate the YIG and Fe 2 O 3 targets respectively (case A), and vice versa (case B). In all cases, the Fe 2 O 3 target was ablated with a much lower repetition rate than the YIG target, as the typical maximum loss of Fe that we sought to correct was only around 10% in the YIG films grown from a single target.
As shown in figure 11 , FMR linewidth tends to increase with increasing Fe concentration (i.e. decreasing x, which represents yttrium concentration), independent of the laser system used, although the combination of KrF excimer ablation of YIG, and frequency-quadrupled Nd : YAG ablation of Fe 2 O 3 tends to produce better quality films with lower values of FMR linewidth. The fact that stoichiometric YIG exhibits higher values of FMR linewidth remains unexplained. All our previous studies of garnet growth have shown that low-loss crystal films can be grown for optical applications where the value of x in the generic A x B 8−x O 12 composition can vary approximately between 3.0 and 3.5. For magnetic applications however, it appears that further off-stoichiometric compositions yield improved response, at least as judged by the value of FMR linewidth.
We are currently looking at further reducing the Fe concentration beyond the stoichiometric value by co-ablation of YIG and Y 2 O 3 targets, shown in figure 11 , and early indications show that FMR linewidth actually increases for Fe concentrations where formula number is less than 4.5 (i.e. x > 3.5). We aim to resolve this somewhat anomalous result Figure 12 . Schematic of a seven-layer symmetric waveguide grown on a YAG substrate (after Gazia et al [27] ).
by considering the role of strain within the films, as discussed in section 2.4.
Mixed growth: synchronous plumes for out-of-plane structuring.
Section 2.2 introduced some of the basic requirements for refractive index engineering of optical waveguide structures which require the core to have a higher index than the cladding regions (the substrate and superstrate). Bearing in mind the problems associated with the presence of particulates at the interface regions between the core and an air superstrate, an alternative scheme is to use either graded or step-index layers which will efficiently confine light within the core as well as reduce loss. In this section we describe our first attempts to fabricate designer step-index and graded films to satisfy these waveguiding conditions, using mixed growth of a range of garnets whose properties have been listed in table 1. An additional benefit would be the concept of tailoring not only the refractive index of a layer, but also its thermal expansion coefficient, control of which is vital for management of residual stress.
We have used two garnets, Y 3 Sc 2 Ga 3 O 12 (YSGG) and Nd : GGG, (refractive indices of 1.93 and 1.95 respectively) to grow a seven-layer vertical stack on a YAG substrate. The ratio between deposition rates of the two garnets was systematically varied to fabricate a symmetrical structure as shown schematically in figure 12 [27] , which lists the specific ratios expected based on the known growth rates of each garnet determined from previous tester film growth. The central core region, layer 4, was grown from the Nd : GGG target only and was 2 µm thick: layers 1 and 7 were similarly grown from the YSGG target only. All other layers, (2, 3, 5 and 6) were grown from simultaneous ablation of both targets, with an intended design of 1 : 2 or 2 : 1 for these mixed layers. The final measured thickness of the stack was ∼10 µm. Unlike the results presented for stoichiometry correction in the preceding section, mixed growth was performed by varying the repetition rate of each laser rather than by varying the fluence. For precise control of mixing ratio, this is the preferred option and is now routinely used for more sophisticated multilayer growth (e.g. Bragg stacks discussed in section 3.1.5).
A second structure was grown with an increased number of 11 layers, again with a predetermined mix ratio, and the results are shown in figure 13 , where a direct comparison between the intended design and the final structure is shown via an SEM image [28] . For this run, the mixing was reversed, and the central core was 100% YSGG to see if any difference in final growth characteristics could be observed. EDX analysis, performed to look at the elemental distribution within the structure, and shown on the right hand side of figure 13 , reveals the expected peaked scandium concentration profile and progressive concentration decrease towards both edges that feature less YSGG and increased GGG. It is important to point out here that this 11-layer stack was 'water-clear' to the eye, an important characteristic that will be revisited when we discuss Bragg stacks, which have a number of layers that is at least ten times higher than seen in figure 13 .
3.1.3.
Mixed growth: asynchronous plumes with programmable relative time delay. An additional example of the flexibility afforded by multi-beam PLD involves a study of the effects of introducing a relative delay between the arrival time of two laser plumes at the substrate, to determine the best strategy for mixed growth. With a multi-plume geometry, laser pulses and their generated plumes can be timed to be strictly coincident, alternating, or phased with any chosen time delay, and it was not known a priori whether the timing would affect any material parameters such as lattice constant, induced stress or refractive index for the films grown. Establishing whether a simple protocol for plume timing sequence could affect any of these is of relevance for optical waveguide applications as discussed in section 2.2 where index differences of only ∼0.1% can be sufficient for ensuring efficient optical waveguiding. At first sight, the relative time delay between plumes originating from different targets would not appear to have any major effect. Either case of completely synchronous or exactly asynchronous plumes seem to lead to the same degree of mixing and hence film composition and properties, and we have used this assumption already in the discussion of work reported in sections 3.1.1. and 3.1.2. This would likely not be the case if plumes were alternated in a burst mode, where, for example, films were grown from 100 consecutive plumes from one target followed by 100 from another and layering could reasonably be expected to occur. For single alternating out of phase pulses however we could find no previous reports on how film properties might be affected.
Figure 14 [29] shows the results of growth from two different targets of GSGG and GGG for relative time delays between 3 µs and 100 ms, the latter of which corresponds to complete synchronicity, given the 10 Hz repetition rate of the lasers used. What is clear from the result, however, is that the lattice constant (calculated from the peaks observed in XRD spectra) varies with time delay. A distinct transition region (at position labelled B in figure 14) , between a value ∼0.3% lower can be observed at values of relative time delay [28] ). Figure 14 . Graph of measured film lattice constant for different delay times between two deposition plumes from different targets. Data has been included for both plume arrival orders (GGG plume first, GSGG plume first) (after Sloyan et al [29] ). of around 10 −4 to 10 −3 s. Perhaps even more unexpected is the observation that this reduction in calculated lattice constant was not dependent on which plume occurred first, i.e. plume 1 following plume 2, or vice versa.
To help with the interpretation of these results, ion probes were placed at the substrate position to analyse the ion velocity distribution resulting from single plumes as well as mixed and time-delayed plumes. For time delays of >100 µs, the second plume was consistent with a plume travelling in an effectively reduced background gas pressure, suggesting that the earlier plume had 'swept away' the background gas in the region between target and ion probe. For longer time delays of around ∼400 µs, however, the measured ion signal of the second plume was very similar to that of a single plume, as the partial vacuum created by the first plume had effectively been refilled by diffusion of the background gas. The time for 'refilling' this region can be deduced to be around 150-200 µs, a value that was consistent with the delay beyond which the ion signal of the second plume becomes gas-like again. The logical interpretation therefore is that the higher values of lattice constant for delays less than ∼200 µs are likely due to increased values of ion velocity, hence greater impact on the growing film, leading to in-plane compressive stress. For time delays greater than 200 µs however, the induced partial vacuum created by the first plume will be refilled and collisions with the oxygen ambient gas will therefore slow down ions within the second plume.
Utilizing such time delay control of material growth in PLD is an interesting possibility for application in optical waveguide fabrication as the ∼0.3% change in lattice constant is of the same order as the refractive index change required between core and cladding in waveguides. The ease with which relative time delay between plumes can be implemented provides materials scientists with a powerful tool to design and grow sophisticated engineered single-crystal thin films.
Sequential growth: layered growth from two different
targets. Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 discuss the growth of layered films where two targets of dissimilar materials are used and the number of laser pulses on each target is controlled by programmable mechanical shutters. The experimental schematic is shown in figure 15 , where simple solenoidactivated flags either block the beam or allow laser pulses to hit the relevant target, with open and close timings controlled via custom LabVIEW programs. Using these mechanical shutters is straightforward compared to switching either laser on and off, as laser pulse-to-pulse stability is maintained to a much higher degree.
GSGG and GGG were also used for these layered growth experiments and the number of pulses directed towards each target was varied between 5 and 5000 to grow ten separate films. With a growth rate of approximately 0.02 nm per pulse, and considering that the unit cell dimensions for GSGG and GGG are 1.270 nm and 1.247 nm respectively, it can be estimated that more than ∼60 pulses are required to grow a single unit cell and hence we should observe discreet layering Figure 15 . Schematic of dual target PLD setup with programmable laser shutter control (after Sloyan et al [30] ).
for bursts containing more than 60 pulses. However, it was not known whether diffusion between layers or island growth may have led to effective mixing of layers more than a unit cell thick, or indeed whether layering was present at a thickness less than a unit cell (feasible as the garnet structure contains 8 atomic planes within each unit cell). Each film was hence analysed via XRD to determine whether the layer had grown fully mixed (a single peak), as distinct thick layers (two separated peaks corresponding to each individual material) or as a superlattice (symmetrical satellite peaks on either side of the main central peak).
Example spectra for each regime are shown in figure 16 [30] .
The first XRD pattern shown in figure 16 (a), corresponding to the lowest number of pulses (five per target), features a single peak at a value of 2θ approximately midway between the database values for GSGG and GGG, which suggests fully integrated mixing of the plume constituents. From 2500 pulses per layer upwards (e.g. figure 16(c) ), the former single peak is not observed, and the diffraction spectrum shows two discrete peaks corresponding to the individual component materials.
Between these two extremes, for numbers of pulses between 200 and 1000 (i.e. 4-20 nm thick layers), satellite peaks can be observed either side of this main central peak, which indicates the presence of a superlattice structure [31, 32] ; an example spectrum is shown in figure 16(b) . Knowledge of the values of their symmetrical 2θ displacement from the central mixed peak allows precise calculation of the periodicity of the superlattice grown. The presence of these satellite peaks, and more importantly their relative intensities compared to the central mixed peak, indicates both the quality and uniformity of these PLD-grown layers. To further exhibit the technique's versatility, and also as a precursor to the experiments described in the next section on thicker gratings (Bragg stacks) grown by PLD, we have extended this technique to the growth of chirped superlattices, where the number of pulses per layer was varied from 700 to 100, in steps of 50, to fabricate a simple chirped stack, and also from 200 to 600, also in steps of 50, but with varying numbers of total pulses per section, to fabricate a compensated chirped structure that ensured each section had approximately the same thickness.
The visibility of the satellite peaks in figure 16 (b) indicates the precision with which multi-layered structures can be grown by PLD using this simple, but robust, shuttered growth technique. We now show our most recent work in this area in the following section, where Bragg stacks have been grown using many thousands of pulses per layer, with more than 100 layers in total.
Sequential growth: functional Bragg stacks.
Given the ease with which this shuttered PLD growth can be automated, growth of layers or stacks to any desired final design is now routine. Our next step [33] has been to fabricate functional devices based on many layers, employing both sequential and mixed growth techniques, which are referred to as Bragg gratings. Such structures are utilized in a wide range of applications, from mirrors to sensors. Typically they are fabricated from amorphous materials, and hence may not withstand high incident powers or high ambient temperatures. Our approach has been to fabricate Bragg stacks from epitaxial crystal layers, exploiting their generally higher melting points • and 29.74
• respectively (after Sloyan et al [30] ).
and thermal conductivities to produce devices with much higher damage thresholds. These structures have the additional benefit of integration with doped laser crystals: epitaxial crystal mirrors may be grown directly onto a doped thin disc, resulting in a robust hybrid laser crystal.
Growth of both crystalline and amorphous Bragg gratings by single-beam, single-target PLD has been demonstrated previously [34] [35] [36] [37] , although in general little emphasis has been placed on speed or simplicity of fabrication, or on mirror and filter applications. Our shuttered multi-beam approach, however, has allowed us to automatically grow crystal Bragg stacks in a range of geometries, from simple quarter-wave stacks with over 100 layers to pi-shifted notch filters and sophisticated apodized geometries, the latter of which in particular are very difficult to achieve at all by other deposition methods.
Samples were composed of alternating YAG and GGG layers, deposited under a set of conditions intermediate between the optimal values for each material for ease and speed of fabrication, and to allow mixing in the apodized case. These materials were chosen as they had the highest refractive index contrast of the available garnets. Due to preferential Ga and Al loss in the cases of GGG and YAG deposition respectively, a result of the intermediate conditions, the refractive indices of the layers did not match with bulk values, but still presented a large enough contrast (∼0.1) to obtain functional devices.
Various designs have been successfully implemented including quarter-wave stacks consisting of alternating layers of thickness λ/4n (where n is the refractive index of the layer) and π phase-shifted structures, comprising a central layer of thickness λ/2n with a quarter-wave stack either side. These devices were grown using the automated setup described for superlattice growth in the previous section. Grating strength apodization [38] has also been achieved. The apodized sample consisted of alternating layers of YAG and mixed YAG/GGG, varied in ratios of 9 : 1, 8 : 2 and so on to 0 : 10, then back to 9 : 1 by changing the relative repetition rates of the ablating lasers using the programmed shutters. Mixing materials resulted in layers with intermediate refractive index, with the program designed to produce an approximately Gaussian grating strength profile.
Transmission spectra of a range of designs are shown in figure 17 . Figure 17 (a) represents transmission through a quarter-wave Bragg stack with 145 layers and a minimum of <0.5% transmission, corresponding to >99.5% reflection. Figure 17 (b) shows an example transmission spectrum of a π phase-shifted structure exhibiting the peak in the centre of the main transmission trough that is characteristic of this design. The spectrum of an apodized sample, as well as a quarter-wave Bragg stack of similar peak height deposited under the same conditions, can be seen in figure 17(c). As expected, side bands are suppressed relative to the quarter-wave stack case without significant increase in central peak width. All samples, quarter-wave, π phase-shifted and apodized, grew in the epitaxial orientation of the substrate.
Various imperfections in the structures, including unintended chirp and layer-by-layer fluctuations, can be inferred by comparison of spectra with a MATLAB model. These variations arise as a result of corresponding changes in experimental conditions including oxygen pressure, laser power and target surface quality, and may be mitigated by the inclusion of additional diagnostics into the setup. Despite the imperfections, however, we have shown that it is possible to fabricate functional Bragg devices using shuttered PLD, employing sophisticated crystal engineering techniques that are difficult to replicate elsewhere in the case of the apodized stack in particular.
Preliminary pulsed laser damage threshold testing was carried out on a quarter-wave stack using a fibre laser operating at ∼1060 nm, and the probability of damage occurring was found to be non-zero above a fluence of ∼33 J cm −2 . This was the case for both the film and bulk substrate, and represents a damage threshold value already on a par with the best commercially available high damage threshold mirrors. Stacks also readily survived temperatures of ∼750
• C (the growth temperature), although loss of layer definition due to diffusion, likely exacerbated by the compromise growth conditions required for the YAG/GGG layers grown, led to a significant decrease in performance after higher temperature (∼1000 • C) annealing in an argon atmosphere. 
In-plane patterned structures: masking and local deposition
This final section addresses the use of multiple pulses and targets to grow single hybrid crystal structures exhibiting horizontal (in-plane) patterning. One example of where such patterning may be desirable is a hybrid thin-disc laser crystal [39] , consisting of a central doped core of a few mm diameter surrounded by an undoped cladding region that can guide pump light (e.g. from high power diodes) to the core. Two approaches can be taken to horizontal growth confinement: masking, where a physical mask is applied directly to the substrate as illustrated in figure 18(a) ; and plume funnelling, where a plume is funnelled through an open-ended cone held between the target and the substrate as illustrated in figure 18(b) . Both cases present difficulties. It can be impractical and inconvenient to fully contact a mask or cone to the substrate, due to the difficulty in removing a mask after substrate heating and deposition for example, or due to constraints in the chamber geometry. This lack of contact can lead to an edge shadowing effect as the plume spreads out after passing through the mask or cone, which can prove problematic. In the case of a thin-disc laser crystal, for example, the resulting sloping edges of the confined doped area may lead to significant reflection of a side-pumped beam, even where the index contrast between doped and undoped parts of the crystal is small (<1%).
We have achieved some success in growing mm-sized crystal features through a 25 µm silicon mask attached to the substrate via solvent capillary action, in which methanol bonding [41] was chosen as the method of applying the mask to the substrate. The single-crystal YAG substrate was cleaned, placed in a dish and covered in methanol. The mask was applied and the dish left on a hotplate at 50
• C until the methanol had evaporated (2-3 days). Any residue on the substrate was ignored as it was unlikely to survive heating to typical deposition temperatures used. The mask was easily removed post-deposition using a solvent.
An alternative approach, which proved to be experimentally easier, involved multi-plume cone growth as illustrated in figure 19 , whereby one plume is funnelled through Figure 19 . Schematic of multi-plume growth using a combination of plume funnelling and a separate plume outside the cone to produce a horizontal (in-plane) grading of composition (after Sloyan et al [41] ). a cone while a second target is simultaneously ablated. In the case of a thin-disc crystal, the dopant is confined to the centre with a graded region between the core and cladding, preventing reflection of the pump light from a defined, sloped interface. While a functional lasing device has not yet been achieved in this geometry, a hybrid crystal has been successfully fabricated as a proof-of-principle, with YAG and GGG representing doped and undoped material respectively. A scan of the elemental concentration across the sample is shown in figure 20 , where the graded interface can clearly be seen. The extension of the technique to functional materials (e.g. Yb : GGG and GGG) is the natural next step towards a working laser device.
Conclusions and future work in complex PLD geometries
From the previous discussions, it is clear that the use of multiple laser plumes can contribute significantly to optimized PLD growth of thin films. Although we continue to use only two lasers and two targets for these experiments, we have a third target and laser setup, which can further refine (albeit with added complications) our growth protocols. Many more sophisticated film designs such as graded doping or multi-element doping would therefore be possible; we have not yet exhausted all the possibilities afforded by just two targets. What is certain, however, is that a multi-target, multibeam PLD setup is an extremely versatile and valuable piece of equipment, which will continue to contribute to further understanding and more sophisticated growth possibilities for PLD.
